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Abstract

Frequent and widespread testing of the asymptomatic population is essential to mitigate the 

uncontrolled transmission of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). 

Despite increases in testing capacity, quantitative polymerase chain reaction tests cannot be 

easily deployed at the scale required for population-wide screening efforts. Here, we report a 

high-throughput test for SARS-CoV-2 that uses next-generation sequencing of pooled samples 

tagged with sample-specific molecular barcodes. This test does not require RNA extraction 

and can simultaneously analyze thousands of nasal or saliva samples in a single run. The test 

incorporates an in vitro RNA standard which improves quantitation accuracy and requires minimal 

sample-to-sample normalization, thus facilitating the calling of true negatives. Our laboratory 
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performed over 80,000 tests in under two months, confirming the inexpensive provision of results 

at scale, with high sensitivity and specificity, and with turn-around times of less than 24 hours. The 

test can be rapidly adapted to target the spread of other pathogens.

One-sentence editorial summary:

A clinical pipeline for high-throughput screening of clinical samples, pooled in a single next-

generation sequencing run, via sample-specific molecular barcoding.

Results

Public health strategies remain essential tools for controlling the spread of severe acute 

respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the cause of COVID-19. In contrast 

to SARS-CoV-1, for which infectivity is associated with symptoms1,2,3,4, infectivity of 

SARS-CoV-2 is high during the asymptomatic/presymptomatic phase5,6. As a consequence, 

containing transmission based solely on symptoms is impossible, which makes molecular 

screening for SARS-CoV-2 essential for pandemic control.

During the surges of infection in the US, the rise in cases has frequently overwhelmed 

the capacity of the quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) tests that make up the majority of 

FDA-authorized tests for COVID-19. Delays in obtaining test results, which are due to 

capacity constraints rather than assay times7, render testing ineffective for the public health 

aims of preventing viral transmission and suppressing local outbreaks. Even where expanded 

testing capacity exists, the ~$100 price of tests (current Medicare reimbursement rates8) 

prohibits their widespread adoption by large employers and schools on a regular basis for 

effective viral suppression9,10. Frequent, low-cost population testing, combined with contact 

tracing and isolation of infected individuals, would help to halt the spread of COVID-19 

and reopen society11,12. Here we describe SwabSeq, a SARS-CoV-2 testing platform that 

leverages next-generation sequencing to massively scale up testing capacity13,14.

SwabSeq improves on one-step reverse transcription and polymerase chain reaction (RT-

PCR) approaches in several key areas. Like other sequencing approaches, SwabSeq utilizes 

molecular barcodes that are embedded in the RT-PCR primers to uniquely label each sample 

and allow for simultaneous sequencing of hundreds to thousands of samples in a single 

run (LampSeq15, Illumina CovidSeq16, DxSeq17). SwabSeq uses very short reads, reducing 

sequencing times so that results can be returned in less than 24 hours.

To deliver robust and reliable results at scale, SwabSeq adds to every sample a synthetic in 
vitro RNA standard that has a sequence nearly identical to the target in the virus genome, 

but is easily distinguished by sequencing. SARS-CoV-2 detection is based on the ratio of 

the counts of true viral sequencing reads to those from the in vitro viral standard. Since 

every sample contains the synthetic RNA, SwabSeq controls for failure of amplification: 

samples with no SARS-CoV-2 detected are those in which only in vitro viral standard reads 

are observed, while those without viral or in vitro viral standard reads are inconclusive.

The RNA control confers a number of additional advantages on the SwabSeq assay. Since 

we are only interested in the ratio of real virus to in vitro standard, the PCR can be run to 
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the endpoint, where all primers are consumed, rather than for a set number of cycles. By 

driving the reaction to endpoint, we overcome the presence of varying amounts of RT and 

PCR inhibitors and effectively force each sample to have similar amounts of final product. 

Using in vitro standard RNA with end-point PCR has two important consequences. First, 

we can pool reaction products after PCR because the yield of product per sample is mostly 

determined by the primer concentration and not by the sample concentration. Second, we 

can directly process extraction-free samples. Inhibitors of RT and PCR present in mucosal 

tissue or saliva should affect both the virus and the in vitro standard equally. Endpoint PCR 

overcomes the effect of inhibition, while keeping the ratio of reads between the two RNA 

species approximately constant, and so avoids the need for extraction.

Here we show that SwabSeq has extremely high sensitivity and specificity for the detection 

of viral RNA in purified samples. We also demonstrate a low limit of detection in extraction-

free lysates from mid-nasal swabs and saliva. Finally, we describe our real-world use of 

SwabSeq to perform more than 80,000 tests for COVID-19 in less than two months in a 

high-complexity CLIA laboratory. These results demonstrate the potential of SwabSeq to be 

used for SARS-CoV-2 testing on an unprecedented scale, offering a potential solution to the 

need for population-wide testing to stem the pandemic.

Results

SwabSeq is a simple and scalable protocol, consisting of 5 steps (Fig. 1A): (1) sample 

collection, (2) reverse transcription and PCR using primers that contain unique molecular 

indices at the i7 and i5 positions (Fig. 1B, Supplementary Fig. 1) as well as in vitro 
standards, (3) simple pooling (no normalization) and cleanup of the uniquely barcoded 

samples for library preparation, (4) sequencing of the pooled library, and (5) computational 

assignment of barcoded sequencing reads to each sample for counting and viral detection.

Our assay consists of two primer sets that amplify two genes: the S gene of SARS-CoV-2 

and the human Ribonuclease P/MRP Subunit P30 (RPP30). We include a synthetic in 
vitro RNA standard that is identical to the viral sequence targeted for amplification, except 

for the most upstream 6 bp (Fig. 1C), which allows us to distinguish sequencing reads 

corresponding to the in vitro standard from those corresponding to the target sequence. 

The primers amplify both the viral and the synthetic sequences with equal efficiency 

(Supplementary Fig. 2). We have also designed a second RNA standard for RPP30 with 

a similar design. The ratio of the number of native reads to the number of in vitro standard 

reads provides a more accurate and quantitative measure of the number of viral genomes 

in the sample than native read counts alone (Fig. 1D,E). The in vitro standard also allows 

us to retain linearity over a large range of viral input despite the use of endpoint PCR 

(Supplementary Fig. 3). With this approach, the final amount of DNA in each well is largely 

defined by the total primer concentration rather than by the viral input—negative samples 

have higher amounts of in vitro S standard (abbreviated as S-spike) and lower/zero amounts 

of viral reads, and positive samples have lower amounts of in vitro S standard and higher 

amounts of viral reads (Supplementary Fig. 3). In addition to viral S, we reverse-transcribe 

and amplify a human housekeeping gene to control for specimen quality, as in traditional 

qPCR assays (Fig. 1F). We also assign i5 and i7 sample barcodes that are designed to be at 
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least several base-pair edits away from one another, allowing for demultiplexing even in the 

face of sequencing errors.

After RT-PCR, samples are combined at equal volumes, purified, and used to generate one 

sequencing library. We have used the Illumina MiSeq, MIniSeq, and the Illumina NextSeq 

550 to sequence these libraries (Supplementary Fig. 4). We minimize instrument sequencing 

time by sequencing only the minimum required 26 base pairs (Methods). Each read is 

classified as deriving from native or in vitro standard S, or RPP30, and assigned to a 

sample based on the associated index sequences (barcodes). To maximize specificity and 

avoid false-positive signals arising from incorrect classification or assignment, conservative 

edit-distance thresholds are used for this matching operation (Methods and Supplemental 

Results). A sequencing read is discarded if it does not match one of the expected sequences. 

Counts for native and in vitro standard S and RPP30 reads are obtained for each sample and 

used for downstream analyses (Methods).

We have estimated that approximately 5,000 reads per well are sufficient to detect the 

presence or absence of viral RNA in a sample (Methods). This translates to at least 1,500 

samples per run on a MiSeq or MiniSeq, 20,000 samples per run on a NextSeq 550, and 

up to 150,000 samples per run on a NovaSeq S2 flow cell. Computational analysis takes 

only minutes per run18. The MiniSeq newly released high output rapid flow cell has a turn 

around time of 2.5 hours, which significantly improves our throughput and turn-around time. 

Our optimized protocols allow for a single person to process 6-384 well plates in a single 

hour; which is equivalent to 2304 samples an hour. This process cloned over multiple liquid 

handlers can rapidly scale to 10,000 samples per hour with a staff of 6 people. In our current 

operations, we routinely run up to 1536 samples per flow cell on a MiniSeq.

We have optimized the SwabSeq protocol by identifying and eliminating multiple sources of 

noise (Supplemental Results) to create a streamlined and scalable protocol for SARS-CoV-2 

testing.

Validation of SwabSeq as a diagnostic platform.

We first validated SwabSeq on purified RNA nasopharyngeal (NP) samples that were 

previously tested by the UCLA Clinical Microbiology Laboratory with a standard RT-qPCR 

assay (ThermoFisher Taqpath COVID19 Combo Kit). To determine our analytical limit of 

detection, we diluted inactivated virus with pooled, remnant clinical NP swab specimens. 

The remnant samples were all confirmed to be negative for SARS-CoV-2. In these remnant 

samples, we performed a serial, 2-fold dilution of heat-inactivated SARS-CoV-2 (ATCC® 

VR-1986HK), from 8,000 to 125 genome copy equivalents (GCE) per mL. We detected 

SARS-CoV-2 in 34/34 samples down to 250 GCE per mL, and in 28/34 samples down to 

125 GCE per mL (Fig. 2A). These results established that SwabSeq is highly sensitive, with 

an analytical limit of detection (LOD) of 250 GCE per mL for purified RNA from nasal 

swabs. This limit of detection is lower than those of many currently FDA authorized and 

highly sensitive RT-qPCR assays for SARS-CoV-2.

SwabSeq detects the SARS-CoV-2 genome with high clinical sensitivity and specificity. We 

retested 380 RNA-purified nasopharyngeal samples from the UCLA Clinical Microbiology 
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Laboratory in which SARS-CoV-2 positive (n=94) and negative (n=286). We observed 

99.2% agreement with RT-qPCR results for all samples (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Fig. 

5D) with 100% concordance in samples that were positive for SARS-CoV-2. We sequenced 

these samples on either a MiSeq, MiniSeq or on a NextSeq550 (Supplementary Fig. 5), with 

100% concordance between the different sequencing instruments.

One of the major bottlenecks in scaling up RT-qPCR diagnostic tests is the RNA purification 

step. RNA extraction is challenging to automate, making it a time consuming and labor 

intensive step, and supply chains have not been able to keep up with the demand for the 

necessary reagents during the course of the pandemic. Thus, we explored the ability of 

SwabSeq to detect SARS-CoV-2 directly from a variety of extraction-free sample types. The 

CDC recommends several types of media for nasal swab collection: viral transport medium 

(VTM)19, Amies transport medium20, and normal saline20. A main technical challenge 

arises from RT or PCR inhibition by ingredients in these collection buffers. We found 

that diluting specimens with water overcame the RT and PCR inhibition and allowed us 

to detect viral RNA in contrived and positive clinical patient samples, with higher limits 

of detections between 4000 and 6000 GCE/mL (Supplementary Fig. 6). We also tested 

nasal swabs that were collected directly into Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer, diluted 1:1 with 

water. This approach yielded a limit of detection of 560 GCE/mL (Fig. 2C). We next 

performed a comparison between traditional purified RT-qPCR protocols and our extraction 

free-protocol for nasopharyngeal samples collected into either normal saline (n=128) or 

TE (n=170). We showed 96.0% overall agreement, 92.0% positive percent agreement and 

97.6% negative percent agreement for all samples and a high correlation (r2=0.68) between 

SwabSeq signal and RT-qPCR, and high reproducibility at the lower end of our LOD (Fig. 

2D, Supplementary Figs. 7–9).

We also tested extraction-free saliva protocols in which saliva is collected directly into a 

matrix tube using a funnel-like collection device (Fig. 1A). The main technical challenges 

in demonstrating the detection of virus in saliva samples have been preventing degradation 

of the inactivated SARS-CoV-2 virus that is added to saliva and ensuring accurate pipetting 

of this heterogeneous and viscous sample type. We found that heating the saliva samples to 

95°C for 30 minutes21 reduced PCR inhibition and improved detection of the S amplicon 

(Supplementary Fig. 10). After heating, we diluted samples at a 1:1 volume with 2x TBE 

with 1% Tween-2021. Using this method, we obtained a LoD of 1000 GCE/mL (Fig. 2E). 

In a study performed in the UCLA Emergency Department, we collected paired saliva and 

nasopharyngeal swab samples in patients with COVID19-like symptoms and compared our 

extraction-free, saliva SwabSeq protocol and purified nasopharyngeal swab samples run 

with high-sensitivity RT-qPCR in the UCLA Clinical Microbiology lab. We showed 95.3% 

overall agreement, 90.2% positive percent agreement, and 96.3% negative percent agreement 

across 537 samples. (Supplementary Fig. 11).

Deployment of SwabSeq for large-scale asymptomatic screening.

After obtaining a CLIA license on October 30, 2020, we carried out a pilot phase of clinical 

testing starting in November 2020, during which we tested 8,199 samples over 6 weeks (Fig. 

3A). Following the success of this pilot phase, we began large-scale testing at the start of 
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2021 to support asymptomatic screening of health care workers at a major academic medical 

center as well as students and staff at local colleges and universities. To date, we have 

returned results for over 80,000 tests, at a scale of ~10,000 tests per week, with an overall 

asymptomatic positivity rate of 0.67% (weekly positivity rate during this time period ranged 

from 0.3% to 2.9%). Our automated, high-throughput protocol has enabled us to achieve this 

scale with a lightly staffed laboratory of ~6 personnel. Here, we describe the innovations and 

optimizations that allow us to test tens of thousands of samples a week (Fig. 3).

Sample registration is one of the most-labor intensive aspects of obtaining samples. We 

partnered with PreciseMDX and used their website for online ordering of tests and return 

of results (Supplementary Fig. 12). We have tested both self-collected nasal swab and saliva 

samples (Fig. 3B); collection was coordinated by the testing site using kits provided by our 

lab. A sample is registered to an order when barcodes on the sample tubes are scanned using 

the PreciseMDX software at the time of collection. In doing so, we eliminated the need for 

laborious and error-prone manual pipetting of samples into uniform containers for testing.

We further improved the efficiency of testing at scale by requiring subjects to use one of two 

sample collection kits that are compatible with downstream automation. In one kit, saliva 

samples are collected by custom funnels into tubes that are then racked in a 96-tube format 

at the collection site and can be uncapped using automated decappers. This allows us to 

pipet batches of 96-samples at a time directly into a RT-PCR mix (Fig. 3B, Source Video 1 

Pre-PCR.mov). Our second collection kit uses a nasal swab we designed that has a break-off 

point just below the tip. Therefore, the sample can be processed with the swab without 

interfering with our downstream testing processes (Supplementary Fig. 13).

Translation of Swabseq from the bench to real-world testing required process optimization. 

The development of extraction-free protocols prioritized “low-touch” handling. Our 

inactivation protocol requires simple heating of the specimen tube, minimizing exposure 

and pipetting of the sample. We limit our use of plastic consumables, and use only one 

liquid-handler tip per sample, thereby minimizing supply chain challenges. Finally, we 

moved to single-use, index primer plates to eliminate variability in primer pipetting when 

this is done manually.

How many samples can be processed? We calculate that a single person can process six 

384-well plates per hour using an automated liquid handler. In our COVID-19 testing 

laboratory, we scaled this to four liquid handlers capable of processing up to 24 plates/hour, 

which is equivalent to a capacity of 9,216 samples per hour. A laboratory running 24 hours 

a day could handle over 100,000 samples per day. Furthermore, the post-PCR multiplexing 

and library generation is designed such that a single person can handle thousands of samples 

concurrently; the number of samples is dependent only on the capacity of the sequencer 

(Source Video 2 Post-PCR.mov). For smaller-scale university settings, testing of up to 

~3000 samples a day would require an automated decapper, a single liquid handler and a 

MiniSeq, an investment of less than $150,000 in equipment. We provide an R package for 

fully automated sequence analysis, quality-control reporting, and result interpretation.
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These optimizations allow for rapid scaling of the SwabSeq diagnostic platform at the onset 

of a novel pandemic. We tested sample collection and processing workflows in a variety 

of settings, including the emergency room, return-to-school testing and university-wide 

population screening. These and other optimizations demonstrate a path to rapid scaling in 

population-dense settings such as university campuses.

Discussion

Swabseq has the potential to alleviate existing bottlenecks in diagnostic clinical testing for 

Covid19. We believe that it has even greater potential to enable testing on a scale necessary 

for pandemic suppression via population surveillance. The technology represents a novel 

use of massively parallel next-generation sequencing for infectious disease surveillance and 

diagnostics. We have demonstrated that SwabSeq can detect SARS-CoV-2 RNA in clinical 

specimens from both purified RNA and extraction-free lysates, with clinical and analytical 

sensitivity and specificity comparable to RT-qPCR performed in a clinical diagnostic 

laboratory. We have optimized SwabSeq to prioritize scale and low cost, as these are the 

key factors missing from current COVID-19 diagnostic platforms.

Methods for surveillance testing, such as SwabSeq, should be evaluated differently than 

those for clinical testing. Clinical testing informs medical decision-making, and thus 

requires high sensitivity and specificity. For surveillance testing, the important factors are 

the breadth and frequency of testing and the turn-around-time11. Sufficiently broad and 

frequent testing with rapid return of results, contact tracing, and quarantining of infectious 

individuals can effectively contain viral outbreaks, avoiding blanket stay-at-home orders. 

Epidemiological modeling of surveillance testing on university campuses has shown that 

diagnostic tests with only 70% sensitivity, performed frequently with a short turn-around 

time, can suppress transmission12. However, there remain major challenges for practical 

implementation of frequent testing, including the cost of testing and the logistics of 

collecting and processing thousands of samples per day.

The use of next generation sequencing in diagnostic testing has garnered concern about 

turn-around-time and cost. SwabSeq uses short sequencing runs that read out the molecular 

indexes and 26 base pairs of the target sequence in as little as 3 hours, followed by 

computational analysis that can be performed on a desktop computer in 5 minutes. The 

cost of 1,000 samples analyzed in one MiSeq run is less than $1 per sample for sequencing 

reagents. Running 10,000 samples on a NextSeq550, which generates 13 times more reads 

per flow cell, can reduce this sequencing cost approximately 10-fold. We estimate that the 

total consumable cost, inclusive of the collection kit and informatics infrastructure, ranges 

from 4 to 6 dollars per test. The total cost of operations depends on a wide range of factors, 

including the costs of setting up CLIA-certified laboratory, certified personnel, logistics of 

sample collection, and result reporting. Ongoing optimization to decrease reaction volumes 

and use less expensive RT-PCR reagents can further decrease the total cost per test.

Finally, scaling up testing for SARS-CoV-2 requires high-throughput sample collection 

and processing workflows. Manual processes, common in most academic clinical 

laboratories, are not easily compatible with simple automation. The current protocols 
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with nasopharyngeal swabs into viral transport media, Amies buffer or normal saline are 

collection methods that date back to the pre-molecular-genetics era, when live viral culture 

was used to identify cytopathic effects on cell lines. A fresh perspective on collection 

methods that are easily scalable is enormously beneficial to scaling up centralized laboratory 

testing approaches.

We have successfully demonstrated that it is possible to set up SwabSeq in a small 

testing laboratory to process tens of thousands of samples a week, and with appropriate 

instrumentation to scale to hundreds of thousands. To promote scalability, we have 

developed sample collection protocols that use smaller-volume tubes compatible with simple 

automation, such as automated capper-decappers and 96-head liquid handlers22,23. These 

approaches decrease the amount of hands-on work required in the laboratory to process tests 

and enable higher reproducibility, faster turn-around time and decreasing exposure risk to 

laboratory workers. However most of the challenges to scaling lie in developing interfaces 

for efficient sample registration, patient information collection and return of results. We 

have shown one way to overcome these challenges but each laboratory will face unique 

challenges due to the need to meet whatever regulatory requirements are in place, and the 

need to integrate with existing systems for handling patient information.

Outlook

The SwabSeq diagnostic platform complements traditional clinical diagnostics tests24, as 

well as the growing arsenal of point-of-care rapid diagnostic platforms25 emerging for 

COVID-19, by increasing test capacity to meet the needs of both diagnostic and widespread 

surveillance testing. Looking forward, SwabSeq is easily extensible to accommodate 

additional pathogens and viral targets. This would be particularly useful during the winter 

cold and flu season, when multiple respiratory pathogens circulate in the population and 

cannot be easily differentiated based on symptoms alone. Furthermore, in order to track 

the increasing number of SARS-CoV-2 variant strains, we can sequence additional viral 

amplicons to genotype key mutations and further improve test sensitivity (Supplementary 

Fig. 22). We believe that SwabSeq could be rapidly spun up within several weeks to 

accommodate future novel pathogens with pandemic potential. Surveillance testing is likely 

to become a part of the new normal as we aim to safely reopen the educational, business and 

recreational sectors of our society.

Methods

Sample Collection.

All patient samples used in our study were deidentified. All samples were obtained with 

UCLA IRB approval. Nasopharyngeal samples were collected by health care providers from 

individuals whom physicians suspected to have COVID19. Upon deployment of testing, we 

obtained clinical specimens and tested them under our CLIA license (05D2198285) with a 

laboratory developed test.
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Creation of Contrived Specimens

For the clinical limit of detection experiments, we pooled confirmed, COVID-19 negative 

remnant nasopharyngeal swab specimens collected by the UCLA Clinical Microbiology 

Laboratory. Pooled clinical samples were then spiked with ATCC Inactivated Virus (ATCC 

1986-HK) at specified concentrations and extracted as described below. For the clinical 

purified RNA samples, they were collected as nasopharyngeal swabs and purified using the 

KingFisherFlex (Thermofisher Scientific) instrument using the MagMax bead extraction. 

All extractions were performed according to manufacturer’s protocols. For extraction- free 

samples, we first contrived samples at specified concentrations into pooled, confirmed 

negative clinical samples and diluted samples in TE buffer or water prior to adding to the 

RT-PCR master mix.

Processing of Extraction-Free Saliva Specimens

Direct saliva is collected into a Matrix tube (Thermofisher, 3741-BR) using a small funnel 

(TWDRer 6565). The saliva samples were collected into a matrix tube and heated to 95°C 

for 30 minutes. Samples were then either frozen at −80°C or processed by dilution with 2X 

TBE with 1% Tween-20, for final concentration of 1x TBE and 0.5% Tween-2021. We also 

tested 1x Tween with Qiagen Protease and RNA Secure (ThermoFisher), which also works 

but resulted in more sample-to-sample variability and required additional incubation steps.

Processing of Extraction-Free Nasal Swab Lysates.

All extraction-free lysates were inactivated using a heat inactivation at 56°C for 30 minutes. 

Samples were then diluted with water at a ratio of 1:4 and directly added to mastermix. 

Dilution amounts varied depending on the liquid media that was used. We found that of 

the CDC recommended media, normal saline performed the most robustly. Viral Transport 

Media and Amies Buffer showed significant PCR inhibition that was difficult to overcome, 

even with dilution in water. We recommend placing the swab directly into the diluted TE 

buffer, which has little PCR inhibition.

Barcode Primer Design.

Barcode primers were chosen from a set of 1,536 unique 10bp i5 barcodes and a set of 1,536 

unique 10bp i7 barcodes. These 10 bp barcodes satisfied the criteria that there is a minimum 

Levenshtein26 distance of 3 between any two indices (within the i5 and i7 sets) and that 

the barcodes contain no homopolymer repeats greater than 2 nucleotides. Additionally, 

barcodes were chosen to minimize homo- and hetero-dimerization using helper functions in 

the python API to Primer327.

Specificity of each of our primer pairs was tested against 38 other common respiratory 

viruses, including MERS and SARS-CoV-1 using BLASTn, and no significant homology 

(defined as >80% homology) was identified. Additional details and code for primer design 

and specificity analysis can be found at https://github.com/octantbio/SwabSeq.
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Construction of S and RPP30 in vitro standard.

RT-PCR was performed using primers shown in (Supplementary Table 1) on gRNA of 

SARS-CoV-2 (Twist BioSciences, #1) for construction of a in vitro S standard DNA 

template. RT PCR (FP_1, R) and a second round of PCR (FP_2, R) was performed on 

HEK293T lysate for construction of an in vitro RPP30 standard DNA template. Products 

were run on a gel to identify specific products at ~150 bp. DNA was purified using Ampure 

beads (Axygen) using a 1.8 ratio of beads:sample volume. The mixture was vortexed and 

incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. A magnet was used to bind beads for 1 minute, 

washed twice with 70% EtOH, beads were air-dried for 5 minutes, and then removed from 

the magnet and eluted in 100 μL of IDTE Buffer. The bead solution was placed back on 

the magnet and the eluate was removed after 1 minute. DNA was quantified by nanodrop 

(Denovix).

This prepared DNA template was used for standard HiScribe T7 in vitro transcription 

(NEB). IVT reactions prepared according to the manufacturer’s instructions using 300 ng of 

template DNA per 20 uL reaction with a 16 hour incubation at 37°C. IVT reactions were 

treated with DNAseI according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA was purified with 

an RNA Clean & Concentrator-25 kit (Zymo Research) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions and eluted into water. RNA standard was quantified both by nanodrop and with 

a RNA screen tape kit for the TapeStation according to the manufacturer’s instructions 

(Agilent) to verify the RNA was the correct size (~133 nt).

Construction of S- diversified synthetic spike-in standard.

The diversified S Spike is a control for reverse transcription and amplification of the viral 

sequence in each RT-PCR well. The diversified S Spike is designed to have a similar 

sequence to the S amplicon, but each spike has a unique 26 base pair region that is read 

by the sequencer that allows for improved base-calling and removes the reliance on PhiX 

loading. This was achieved by ensuring equal base coverage at each position along the 26 

base pair region. This amplicon can be differentiated from the true viral S amplicon by 

sequencing. The S primer pair will amplify both S amplicon and the S diversified spike, at 

equivalent efficiency. These RNA oligonucleotides are custom synthesized by Synthego, Inc 

and supplied as 4 separate tubes of equal concentration that are mixed in equal ratios prior to 

testing. This equimolar mix of RNA is spiked-in every well prior to RT-PCR.

One-Step RT-PCR.

RT-PCR were performed using either the Luna® Universal One-Step RT-qPCR Kit (New 

England BioSciences E3005) or the TaqPath™ 1-Step RT-qPCR Master Mix (Thermofisher 

Scientific, A15300) with a reaction volume of 20 μL. Both kits were used according to 

the manufacturer’s protocol. The final concentration of primers in our mastermix was 50 

nM for RPP30 F and R primers and 400 nM for S F and R primers. Synthetic S RNA 

was added directly to the mastermix at a copy number of 250 to 500 copies per reaction. 

We recommend 250 copies per reaction for extraction-free samples and 500 copies for 

extracted samples. Sample was loaded into a 20 μL reaction. All reactions were run on a 96- 

or 384-well format and thermocycler conditions were run according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. We observe significant differences between the amplification of samples from 
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purified RNA versus extraction-free (unpurified swab) samples (Supplementary Fig. 14). For 

purified RNA samples we performed 40 cycles of PCR. For extraction-free samples, we 

performed endpoint PCR for 50 cycles.

Multiplex Library Preparation.

After the RT-PCR reaction, samples were pooled using a multichannel pipet or Integra 

Viaflow Benchtop liquid handler. 6 μL from each well were combined in a sterile reservoir 

and transferred into a 15 mL conical tube and vortexed. 100 uL of the pool was transferred 

to a 1.7 mL eppendorf tube for a double-sided SPRI cleanup 28. Briefly, 50 μL of AmpureXP 

beads (Beckman Coulter A63880) were added to 100 μL of the pooled PCR volume and 

vortexed. After 5 minutes, a magnet was used to collect beads for 1 minute and supernatant 

transferred to a new eppendorf tube. An additional 130 μL of Ampure XP beads were added 

to the 150 μL of supernatant and vortexed. After an additional 5 minutes, the magnet was 

used to collect beads for 1 minute and the beads were washed twice with fresh 70% EtOH. 

DNA was eluted off the beads in 40 μL of Qiagen EB buffer. The magnet was used to 

collect beads for 1 minute and 33 μL of supernatant was transferred to a new tube. Purified 

DNA was quantified and library quality was assessed using the Agilent TapeStation. We 

observe some differences in non-specific peaks in our TapeStation analysis of the final 

library preparation, particularly when sequencing extraction-free samples out to 50 cycles 

(Supplementary Fig. 15). The presence of non-specific products affects the quantification of 

the library, loading concentration, and cluster density.

Sequencing Protocol with original S-standard.

Libraries were sequenced on either an Illumina MiSeq (2012), NextSeq550, or MiniSeq. 

Prior to each MiSeq run, a bleach wash was performed using a sodium hypochlorite solution 

(Sigma Aldrich, 239305) according to Illumina protocols. We also perform a maintenance 

wash between each run. On the NextSeq550 and MiniSeq, the post-run wash was performed 

automatically by the instruments, and no human intervention was required. The pooled and 

quantitated library was diluted to a concentration of 6 nM (based on Qubit 4 Fluorometer 

and Illumina’s formula for conversion between ng/μl and nM) and was loaded on the 

sequencer at either 25 pM (MiSeq), 1.35 pM (NextSeq), or 1.6 pM (MiniSeq). PhiX Control 

v3 (Illumina, FC-110-3001) was spiked into the library at an estimated 30-40% of the 

library. PhiX provides additional sequence diversity to Read 1, which assists with template 

registration and improves run and base quality.

For this application, the MiSeq and MiniSeq (Rapid Run Kit) require 2 custom sequencing 

primer mixes, the Read1 primer mix and the i7 primer mix. Both mixes have a final 

concentration of 20 μM of primers (10 μM of each amplicon’s sequencing primer). The 

NextSeq requires an additional sequencing primer mix, the i5 primer mix, which also has 

a final concentration of 20 μM. The MiSeq Reagent Kit v3 (150-cycle; MS-102-3001) is 

loaded with 30 μL of Read1 sequencing primer mix into reservoir 12 and 30 μL of the i7 

sequencing primer primer mix into reservoir 13. The Miniseq Rapid High Output Reagent 

Kit (100-cycle; 20044338) is loaded with 17 μl of Read1 sequencing primer mix into 

reservoir 24 and 26 μl of i7 sequencing primer mix into reservoir 28. The NextSeq 500/550 

Mid Output Kit (150 cycles; 20024904) is loaded with 52 μl of Read1 sequencing primer 
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mix into reservoir 20, 85 μl of i7 sequencing primer mix into reservoir 22, and 85 μl of i5 

sequencing primer mix into reservoir 22. Index 1 and 2 are each 10 bp, and Read 1 is 26 bp.

Sequencing Protocol with optimized diversity S-standard.

The pooled and quantitated library was diluted to a concentration of 5 nM (using the 

High Sensitivity DNA Qubit and Illumina’s formula for conversion between ng/μl and nM 

assuming 195bp for the length of the library). Without PhiX we observed more consistent 

sequencing results if we underloaded the sequencers to 83% of the recommended loading 

concentrations specified by Illumina. Libraries were loaded on the sequencer at either 1.25 

pM (NextSeq), or 1.5 pM (MiniSeq). Custom sequencing primer mixes were prepared and 

loaded onto sequencers as described in the section above, except we load a larger volume of 

the Read1 primer mix (24.5uL) onto the MiniSeq.

Diversified N1 spike & primer design.

N1 amplicon was designed by using the CDC RT-PCR primer sequences for 

SARS-CoV-2 (2019-nCoV_N1-F; GACCCCAAAATCAGCGAAAT and 2019-nCoV_N1-R; 

TCTGGTTACTGCC AGTTGAATCTG). Diversified N1 spikes were designed using the 

same principles as the S diversified spike design: four spike sequences with conserved 

homology arm in the primer and Illumina read 1 oligonucleotide binding region but 

diversified 26 base pair read region ensuring equal base coverage in each sequencing cycle.

FluA and FluB primer design.

To implement SwabSeq for other respiratory pathogens, we designed universal 

Influenza A and Influenza B SwabSeq primers. For Influenza A, we designed 

and tested 2 primer pairs targeting Influenza A M1 gene (FluA_5_f1 

GACCAATCYTGTCACCTCTGAC, FluA_5_f2 GACCAATYCTGTCACCTYTGAC, 

FluA_5_r AGGGCATTTTGGAYAAAGCGTCTA ) and NS1 (FluA_12_f 

TTGGGGTCCTCATCGGAG, FluA_12_r TTCTCCAAGCGAATCTCTGTA) genes. For 

Influenza B, we designed and tested a primer pair specific for the NS1 gene (FluB_11_f 

AAGATGGCCATCGGATCC, FluB_11_r GTCTCCCTCTTCTGGTGATAATC) gene. An 

in silico cross-reactivity analysis was performed as described for the S and RPP30 primers, 

none of the pathogens exhibit greater than 80% homology with any of the primers.

Bioinformatic Analysis

The bioinformatic analysis consists of standard conversion of BCL files into FASTQ 

sequencing files using Illumina’s bcl2fastq software (v2.20.0.422). Demultiplexing and read 

counts per sample are performed using our custom software. Here read1 is matched to one 

of the three expected amplicons allowing for the possibility of a single nucleotide error 

in the amplicon sequence. The hamming distance is the number of positions at which the 

corresponding sequences are different from each other and is a commonly used measure of 

distance between sequences. Samples are demultiplexed using the two index reads in order 

to identify which sample the read originated from. Observed index reads are matched to the 

expected index sequences allowing for the possibility of a single nucleotide error in one or 

both of the index sequences. The set of three reads are discarded if both index1 and index2 
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have hamming distances greater than 1 from the expected index sequences. The count of 

reads for each amplicon and each sample is calculated. In this analysis we make use of a 

few custom scripts written in R that rely on the ShortRead29 and stringdist30 packages for 

processing fastq files and calculating hamming distances between observed and expected 

amplicons and indices. This approach was conservative and gave us very low level control of 

the sequencing analysis. However, we anticipate that continued development of the kallisto 

and bustools SwabSeq analysis tools31 will be a more user-friendly and computationally 

efficient solution for SwabSeq.

We developed an R package (swabseqr) to fully automate sequence analysis, quality-control 

reporting, and result interpretation.

Criteria for Classification of RNA-Purified Patient Samples.

For our analytic pipeline, we developed QC metrics for each type of specimen. For purified 

RNA, we require each sample to have at least 10 reads detected for RPP30 and that the sum 

of S and in vitro S standard reads exceeds 2,000 reads. If these conditions are not met, the 

sample is rerun one time and if there is a second fail we request a resample. To determine if 

SARS-CoV-2 is present, we calculate if the ratio of S to in vitro S standard exceeds 0.003. 

(We note that we add 1 count to both S and in vitro S standard before calculating this ratio 

to facilitate plotting the results on a logarithmic scale.) If the ratio is greater than 0.003 we 

concluded that SARS-CoV-2 is detected for that sample and if it is less than or equal to 

0.003 we conclude that SARS-CoV-2 is not detected (Supplementary Fig. 5C).

The same pair of primers will amplify both the S and in vitro S standard amplicons. Because 

we run an endpoint assay, the primers will be the limiting reagent to continued amplification. 

In developing this assay, we observed that as S counts increase for a sample, the in vitro S 

standard counts decrease (Supplementary Fig. 3). We found that at very high viral levels, 

in vitro S standard read counts decreased to less than 1000 reads. Therefore, analysis of S 

and in vitro S standard together allowed our QC to call SARS-CoV-2 even at extremely high 

viral levels.

Since the S and in vitro S standard are derived from the same primer pair, to account for 

the scenario where in vitro S standard counts are low because S amplicon counts are very 

high and the sample contains large amounts of SARS-CoV-2 RNA (Supplementary Fig. 3) in 

the QC we require that the sum of S and in vitro S standard counts together exceeds 2000. 

For example, if we detected greater than 2000 S counts and 0 in vitro S standard counts 

this would certainly be a SARS-CoV-2 positive sample and we would result: SARS-CoV-2 

detected.

Criteria for Classification of Extraction Free Patient Samples.

We require that the sum of S and S synthetic spike-in reads exceeds 500 reads, or the results 

are considered inconclusive. With inhibitory lysates we have observed that this lower total 

is acceptable for maintaining sensitivity and specificity while limiting the number of tests 

that are considered inconclusive. If the sum of S and S synthetic spike-in reads exceeds 500, 

we determine if SARS-CoV-2 is detected in a sample by seeing if the ratio of S to S spike 

exceeds 0.05. (We note that we add 1 count to both S and S spike before calculating this 
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ratio to facilitate plotting the results on a logarithmic scale.) If the ratio is greater than 0.05 

we concluded that SARS-CoV-2 is detected for that sample and if it is less than or equal 

to 0.05 we conclude that SARS-CoV-2 is not detected as long as 10 reads are detected for 

RPP30 for that sample. This serves as a control that sample collection took place properly 

and contains a human specimen. If fewer than 10 reads are detected for RPP30 and the 

ratio of S to S spike is less than or equal to 0.05 the results are considered inconclusive. 

We have modified this criteria such that only samples without SARS-CoV-2 signal are 

considered inconclusive if RPP30 reads are fewer than 10. This ensures that we do not miss 

SARS-CoV-2 positive samples that may have fewer RPP30 reads (Supplementary Fig. 8).

Downsampling analysis.

Reads were downsampled from the results for the NP purified confirmatory LoD shown in 

(Supplementary Fig. 5B). We observed that downsampling down to 5,000 reads per well 

resulted in no instances of mis-classification of SARS-CoV-2 presence or absence. At 5,000 

reads per well approximately 3% of wells would no longer pass the filter that the sum of 

S and S spike reads exceeded 1,000 reads and would result in a sample being classified as 

‘Inconclusive’. A logistic regression classifier described elsewhere18 should robustly tolerate 

a small fraction of outlier samples with slightly lower read depth.

Analysis of index mis-assignment.

Unique dual indices and amplicon specific indices were used to study index mis-assignment. 

In this scheme, each sample was assigned two unique indices for the S or Spike amplicon 

and two unique indices for the RPP30 amplicon for a total of four unique indices per 

sample. A count matrix with all possible pairwise combinations, i.e. a “matching matrix”, 

was generated for each index pair (one i7 and one i5) using kallisto and bustools 32. The 

counts on the diagonal of the matching matrix correspond to input samples and counts off of 

the diagonal correspond to index swapping events. The extent of index mis-assignment for 

the i7 and i5 index was determined by computing the row and column sums, respectively, of 

the off-diagonal elements of the matching matrix. The observed rate of index swapping to 

wells with a known zero amount of viral RNA was determined by computing the mean of 

the viral S counts to spike ratio for those wells.

Reporting summary.

Further information on research design is available in the Nature Research Reporting 

Summary linked to this article.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1 |. SwabSeq Diagnostic Testing Platform for COVID19.
a, The workflow for SwabSeq is a five step process that takes approximately 12 hours from 

start to finish. b, In each well, we perform RT-PCR on clinical samples. Each well has two 

sets of indexed primers that generate cDNA and amplicons for SARS-CoV-2 S gene and the 

human RPP30 gene. Each primer is synthesized with the P5 and P7 adaptors for Illumina 

sequencing, a unique i7 and i5 molecular barcodes, and the unique primer pair. Importantly, 

every well has a synthetic in vitro S standard that is key to allowing the method to work at 

scale. c, The in vitro S standard (abbreviated as S-Spike) differs from the virus S gene by 6 

base pairs that are complemented (underlined). d, Read count at various viral concentrations. 

e, Ratiometric normalization allow for in-well normalization for each amplicon f, Every 

well has two internal well controls for amplification, the in vitro S standard and the human 

RPP30. The RPP30 amplicon serves as a control for specimen collection. The in vitro S 

standard is critical to SwabSeq’s ability to distinguish true negatives.
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Fig. 2. Validation in clinical specimens demonstrate a limit of detection equivalent to sensitive 
RT-qPCR reactions.
a, Limit of Detection in nasal swab samples with no SARS-CoV2 were pooled and ATCC 

inactivated virus was added at different concentrations. Nasal Swab sample was RNA 

purified and using SwabSeq showed a limit of detection of 250 genome copy equivalents 

(GCE) per mL. b, RNA-purified clinical nasal swab specimens obtained through the UCLA 

Health Clinical Microbiology Laboratory were tested based on clinical protocols using FDA 

authorized platforms and then also tested using SwabSeq. This represents a subset of the 

total purified RNA samples used in our validation. We show 100% agreement with samples 

that tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 (n=63) and negative for SARS-CoV-2 (n=159). c, We 

also tested RNA purified samples from extraction-free nasopharyngeal swab and showed a 

limit of detection of 558 GCE/mL. d, Relationship between Ct from RT-qPCR targeting the 

S gene (x-axis) and SwabSeq ratio for extract-free swabs into normal saline or Tris-EDTA 

(y-axis) for patient samples classified as testing positive or negative for SARS-CoV-2 by 

the UCLA Clinical Microbiology Laboratory. Samples with no virus detected were assigned 

a Ct of 0 for this visualization. e, Extraction- free processing of saliva specimens show a 

limit or detection down to 1000 GCE per mL. f, Extraction-free processing of saliva clinical 

specimens using swabseq (y-axis) compared to classification of SARS-CoV-2 status from 

RNA-purified clinical nasal swab specimens for matched samples (x-axis).
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Fig. 3. Deployment of Clinical Testing at the UCLA COVID-19 SwabSeq Testing Laboratory.
a, Since November 2020, we have used SwabSeq for large-scale screening in conjunction 

with our saliva and nasal swab collection processes. We have scaled up to nearly 10,000 

samples per week and are continuing to increase our capacity. Week number refers to the 

week of the year spanning 2020-2021. Our weekly percent positivity rate ranges between 

0.3%-2.4% over this period. b, Our clinical deployment streamlined the pre-analytical 

testing process such that we receive tubes that are ready to be processed through our testing 

protocol.
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